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Planning for the future is the largest challenge
facing higher education today. It is a challenge that
can onlysbe met with the courage to innovate, the will
to influence events rather than to surrender to them.
But the courage to innovate and the will to change have
some hope, of achievement only if information analysis
and assessment have preceded action. Such analysis
and assessment are almost a certain prediction of fail-
ure, except for the most fortunate men and women of.
,society.

Higher education management needs information.
And then higher education management needs the capacity
to,know how to use information as the basis for trying
to achieve a desirable tomorrow. Just as human intell-
igence is our product, so alSo is human intelligence
our only hope for the future of higher education itself.

John D. Millett, Vice President
Academy for Educational Development
"Management and Information in Higher Education"
CAUSE - 1974 Conference

As I began to work on the outline of presentation, it seemed logical

to build it around three limited, but achievable objectives:

1. To list and define several terms associated with the :incept
of-market analysis,

2. To discuss the relationship between market analysis and management.
information systems for the 1980's, and

a

3. To describe how market analysis can fit into the comprehensive
institutional planning process.

Before we can dea4 with these objectives, however, I want to express a

point of view which undergirds this presentation. Institutions of postsecon-

,
dary edUcation are "of society." That is to say, they Are created to fill a

role that society has deemed necessary as it relates to its well being. Viewed

in that light, postsecondary education takes its place alongside elementary and

secondary education, government, human:services, cultural activities, profession-

al associations, adult education associations, proprietary organizations, and

other postsecondary "players" as it attempts to respond to the education and

training needs of society. Postsecondary education at one time almost had .a



monopoly on the knowledge generation and -a:azing functions in years
1

past. This has changed dramataz,ally ir. .recser. An article in the

September 1980 issue of the Amercan

states

A majority of adu.: Amer70
education outside col...!_,-;e and

the financial resources devote!:
staggering: 58.4 mill :n adul-
in some form of organia,:d ecnc,
of them in colleges anc univev
ed by business, government age
iations; other organizations,

Higa,er Education Bulletin

AS are 1-,:zting their

mettings, and
....Iterprise are

are Involved
1-1 or_ 12.4 million

__AS. --grams offer-
n=tessional assoc-

th!.=. lz.:_ecammunications

field are responsible for/educ,-..Agany five times AS
many of these adults as are hi,;i,,er e'-z:..Aon institutions.
The American Society for Training and a/velopment.esti-
mates'that American buSines3 $e0 billion annually
to employee education exclusi ,f -allege progrpms

If postsecondary education is to remaan V.,,atl-J-1 in The years ahead, it must be

responsive to the real needs of the pec-L analysis is a tool to assist

us in that process.

Background on Market Analysis

Most of the background on market

Of two 'projects conduCted by The Council

this section is the result,

..e , advancement of Small Colleges

(CASC). For three years, from 1972 thzu! CASC conducted the Institu-

at 15 participating institutionstianal Research and Planning Project (-

through assistance from a Higher Educa-

of $1 million. The IRPP determined th

participating,colleges and pilot testel

tools, techniques, and procedures. Tc

ct Title III grant in 'the amount

Jrmation and planning needs of

sting and newly designed management

Te that the most recent and approp-

riate strategies were considered, CASC spm:-cored a major study of existing
3

models and tools. Based on this research many new techniques were tested,

refined, and/or'redesigned'ami then implemented by participatinvcolleges

A numberof participating colleges attampted. some form: of market analysis.,

In the last year of-the IRPP, a committee explored the concept of market

analysis as a means\of institutional research and planning. The committee

-24



found tha: small colleges were using narke.:t analysis mochanisms su_t as per-

cent of conerted to student enrollments through Ettriti:7-, analysis.

The mechanisms, hcweve: seldom ..:sed for market analysis 41!cia_-_ -; and

planning see:med to igncre implizations of the data. Tho-car==ee's

report prow ad useful it part of a seccld CASC pi,aject

Ti-e P1.--mning and E. ' -ojert (PDS) initial phase, 19- -77,

developed management tcal in 11 tress: college', go .is and climate, student

recruitment _ student financial student attrition,,instrtttiona_ program

analysis, faculty activity = _ar;- costs and services, personnel a7..d compen--

sation, fund raising,.a mar.et_ag approach to program development, and student

learning outcomes. A second phase started in b17 included the dissemination

of these tools for data cOL:action and analysis and for generation of compar-

able data for the small co".leges in the first nine areas listed abo -. The

Carnegie Corporation suppoTted a third phase for $198 On to supper_. expansion

of the data bases for the individual PDS modules and the preparation of a

comprehensive planning manual. This phase should be completed.by 1983.

A task force was fc--med for each of the 11 modules. I was a member of the

college goals and climate task force as well as the-task forr;e an market analy-

sig. The Market Analysi. Task Force was comprised of 5 persons lncLuding the

late Dr. David Trivett ±77.M the Higher &cation ERIC Clearinghouse. Philip

C,1

Kotler, professor of marr=ing at Northwestern University, gave many insig\ts to

the committee. The Market )malysis Task Force reviewed the literature and
5

research and published A h-a-,Teting Approach to Program Development. High-

lights of the document inciade a "Checklistlfor Market Analysis," "Glossary,"

and "Selected Bibliography."' (See Appendix A) The body of the document is

divided, nto four parts (1) "Overvieig of Marketing In College Planning" (2)

"Marketing Concepts and Definitions," (3) "How To-Collect Marketing Information,"

and (4) "How to Use Marketing Information." "Marketing-Concepts and' Definitions"

It

-3-



provides definizaons of key'terms rioclated with th = concept. Since the

publication of tie document and a se . of workshoT: to help college personnel

understand tha concept, other mate=___ have been cc_lected and incorporated in

this presentc::on.

Definition co: Terms and Clarificatc2.: of Concepts

'Market analysis is an approaci- I: the plannin: management, and evaluation

all Organizations. Several difl,relnt philophi=, can be specified for

7,7erating a colege. One philosophy that stucatnts will respond favorably

t: high quality programs and little additional instczutional effort is required

tc achieve satisfactory enrollment and: revenue. This,elitist philosophy caa.

.7-rk well fob only a handful of "blue-blood" colleg s. A second philosophy is

Alt' upon sales-stimulating devices to assista ccLiege search aggressively for

_otential students and "hard-sell" them on its programs. This philosophy is

characterized by high.levels of expenditures in bi:lboard advertising, radio spots,'

and full-pap newspaper ads; students may enroll only to "attrit" if the college

has not made appropriate internal changes to accomodate them. A third philosophy

is built upon the specification of needs, wants, and valuis of target clientele

and then adapting the college to satisfy them better than any other organization.

This approach features the design, delivery, and maintenance'of'programs and.

services that respond to the needs and wants of clientele in a manner consistent

with the mission and essential purposes of the college. This presentation will

deal mith the third philosophy.

Does your college engage in market analysis? Do folks at your college ask

..Why do students come to our college?" Do the persons at your college understand

and agree on the mission and essential purposv of your college? Which iastitu-
'k?

tionsof society (secondary.schools, business and industry, service agencies)

channel students to your college and/or understand the mission and essential

purposes of your college? Have you given adequate attention to the continuing

6



career development needs of your alumni or other persons inyour college's

service area? Leona:7d Berry has indicated that all organizations are engaged
7

in some form of con,,llez - provider exchange. He states:

...A1: ca-ganizations in society, whether business
or non-busmess in nature, offer some kind of product to

'"some kind_ 77Z oonsumer and, mmre or less, use marketing
activities 7: further consume7 acceptance. The product
may be an ixi-a, -- such as a 7mlitical candidate;, but it is
nonetheles: xroduct being o'Jfered to the market...In
short, no o7-:;anization,-whetner, it be business or non7
business, zan avoid marketing. The choice is whether to
do it well o- poorly.

The wader is.encouraged to View higher education
as a "dec.im-ing industry" in a highly competitive market
place where -It competes-with other vendors-of\"education-
al ptodu:o7.s.

Selected term: -- are associated with market analysis. These terms include

c1inate, competition, environment, image, markets, market segment, marketing,

marketing strategy, positioning, program, programdevelopment,"And publics..

Thesit terms were 6.efined in cettsArifaril12proact.
These definitions provide a working vocabulary for our discussion. The defini-

tions are listed in FIGURE 1,

A special comment apout the i,erm "program" is in order: Too often in the
4

past, program has teen defined as something of ohe, two, or four years of duration.

Our definition of program is not time based. Furthermore,. program newness may

involve (1) new content, (2) a new delivery system, and/or (3) a new evaluation

design. The combining of computer technology and engineering technology can lead

to new content in robotics, computer aided design, or computer aided manufacturing.

The combining of engineering technology with mental health, mental retardation,

and therapeutic areas can lead to new content in rehabilitation engineering. The

replacement of the traditional lecture method by a personalized system of instruc

tion is a new delivery system as would the replacement of on-campus courses with

0

newspaper, television instruction and/or correspondance. Independent study can
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FIGURE 1

CLIMATE The internal institutional environment, especially asb

perceived by the present members of the institution.

COMPETITION Any options available to a market that would enable
it to satisfy the same needs that a college is trying
to satisfy.

ENVIRONMENT All the factors that have the potential for affecting
an institution but ewer which the institution has
little or no control. The market competition is part
of the environmelt.

IMAGE The perception that outsiders have of an institution.

MARKETS

MARKET ANALYSIS

)Any public having a present or potential interest in
a transactional relationship with an institution.

An organized effort to identify and/or describe rela-
tionships between the needs of markets and the needs
and mission of an institution, expecially as this
effort is applied studying new or existing programs.

MARKET SEGMENT Any group, within a market, that is distinguished by
one or more common characteristics of present or
potential significance to an institution.

MARKETING D.The coherent approach to the use of marketing principles
and techniques to develop programs and markets;.a set
of marketing strategies.

MARKETING STRATEGY A speCific application of marketing ideas to, achieve
a specifid objective or set of objectives.

POSITIONING Identifying, describing, and filling a place among
the competitors for a markpt.

PROGRAM A'set of.educational activities that, operating
collectively, achieves a well-defined learning objective
or set of objectives within a specified time frame.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

PUBLICS

, .

The institutional effort to create and maintain pro-
grams that realize the institutional mission by satis-
fying selected needs of selected persons.

Any group of people who have an interest in, an
association with, or an impact on,an institution.

A Market Approach To Program Development (Washington, D:C.: .The
Coun9i1 for the Advancement of Small Colleges, 1978) pp. 63-64.



be designed to deal with a new body of content as well as be a new delivery

system. The third mode of newness, eValuation design, is characterized by

distinctive-waysofmeasuring student learning outcomes.. Articulation programs

with high schools and methods to assess learning through portfolio evaluation

are examples of evaluation formats. Prior experience is translated into compe-

tencies and matched against course outlines, and syllabi. Learning contracts

can be specified for unverifiable competencies.

Each organization-nmst pass throUgh an idea to new produetAevelopment cycle,
8

some of which will not prove useful -to the. organization. .Kotler states:

,

A company typically has tojdevelop a great number
of new product ideas in order to finiSh with a few good
ones. Bodz, Allen ,Hamilton studies this question for
fifty-one companies and summarized its findings in the
form of a decay. curve of new-product ideas. Of every
fifty-eight-odd ideas, about 12 pass the initial screen-
ing test, which shows them to.be compatible with company
objectives.and resources. Of these, some seven remain

after a thorough evaluation of their profit potential.
About three survive the product-develOpment-stagei two
survive the test-marketing stage, and onlyone is commer-
cially successful. Thus; about fifty -eight new ideas must

be generated to find the good one.

The new product cycle for colleget can consist of changes in any combination of

the three elements specified under program newness.

Market Analysis and the Management InformationSatem,

Market analysis consists of obtaining detailed information about markets or

market segments served or unserved by the institution. Market analysis is an

organized effort to identify the relationship.between specific wants and needs'

and the ways the institution meets or could meet them. Market analysis is, in

its simplest description, a more coherent way to plan institutional responses ta

conditions within the College's service area. Data are the foundation upon which:

to build a plan of action. Data must be Collected and analyzed and combined in a

manner which produces direction and meaning to the institution. William Ihlanfeldt
1 ,

suggests a framework for the gathering and use of data. He states:

9



There appear to be three basic components in the
marketing of higher education: research, strategy and
communication. - -

Research involves discovering what people think of
a given school and then developing a profile of the type
of person who would be likely to enroll.

Such an analysis of the potential student is necess-
ary before a recruitment strategy can be deyeloped, be-
cause that plan should answer the question:. how can we
contact the largest number o potential applicants in'the
most effective manner? If no research has been conducted,
a school has only a vague notion of who its probable enroll-
ees might be; this; of course, leaves success in recruiting
to chance.

Deciding on the type of communications to be,used in
recruitment is thus dependent on a "college's strategy, which
is, in turn, based on research. Communications should in-
clude not only the admissions office personnel, but also
students, faculty, and alumni, all publications, and in
general, any segmentof the college with which potential
students might have contact.

The.data gathering and analysis process should be structured ilOsuch a

way that it provides opportunity for the college to build upon its strength,

Most postsecondary education was created to be responsive to the higher echa ul

needs of students immediately out of high school who would complete their ed-

ucation in an uninterrupted manner. Therefore, most colleges begs.. their

marketing efforts (research, strategy, and communications) with demographic data

as it relates to secondary'school systems. As the societal expectations of "equal

educational opportunity" and "right to work" moved from concept to operational

reality, colleges began to modify their marketing efforts. to include categories

of data beyond,"traditional" high school graduates to include a broader range

of agencies and organizations. As governmental and regulatory agencies began

to legislate continuing education, colleges developed more specialized market

segmentation efforts.' What this suggests is that a structure for market segmen-

tation can be developed using, (1) categories of data such as demographic, social

expect4tion, economic trends, and governmental planning; (2) agencies such as

school systems, business and industry, professional organizations, service



organizations, governmental agencies, and religious oriented organizations; and

----
(3) the basic components of marketing consisting of research, strategy, and

communication. Such a model is displayed in FIGURE 2.

In addition, it is necessary to specify data elements important to research

in order to develop strategy and communications. Insights about key data elements

can be obtained from a list of questions about "How well do you know your consti-

tuents?" FIGURE 3 is a list of key questions. Time will not permit a detailed-

discussion about the response to each of these questions. Recent research, how-

ever, is worthy of comment. In 1978 the College Board completed a study which

indicated that 36 percent of the population between the ages of 16 and 6S are in
10

some Corm of career transition. What percent of this population is your college

serving?

education

In a recent article, John F. Maxwell indicates that

has lost its leadership in continuing education for

traditional higher

professionals. He

says, "In fact, more business programs are conducted by firms in-house than are
11

done for the public." If postsecondary education is to,serve as a community

resource and assist persons with career and life planning and other agencies with

community development programs, it must use data. Demographic characteristics

worthy of analysis could 'include population size, age distribution, sex ratio,

marital status, ethnic and cultural Characteristics, education levelF,, economic

status, population density, degree of-urbanization,.racial composition, unemploy-

ment, poverty and deprivation, ill4eracy, existence of community services, and
12 -/

social and economic well being.

No discussion on market analysis would be complete without some mention of

its relationship to trend analyris and the management information system. Educa-

tion and training needs are a function, in part,-of ,hanges in society. Alvin

Toffler, in The Third Wave indicates that society is changing from an industrial
13

society to a technological society. He suggests a framework to chart'a variety

of social, political, and economic forces. In The. Third Industrial Revolution,



STRUCTURE FOR MARKET SEGMENTATION

Basic Components of Marating

Research'. Strategy, Communications

Governmental Planning

or

Economic Trends

Social Expectations"

Demographic

School Systems

1

Business and Industry

Professional Organizati6s

0

Service Organizations

e

Governmental Agencies

Religious Oriented

Organizations



HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR CONSTITUENTS?''?
....

1. What is the population sizeof your colleges-service areaby-municipality,
by school district, and by agency or corporate employer?

2. What is the age distribution by municapality and how has it changed over
time?

What is the distribution by sex of currently enrolled students and of the
college's service area?

4. What is the marital status of Currently enrolled students and of the
college's service area?

What are: the ethnic and cultural characteristics?'

6. What are the educational levels by geographic subdivision?

7. What is the economic status of each subgroup?

8. What is the population density for each area?

9. What is the degree of urbanization for geographic sections?

10. What is the, racial composition by municipality and corporation?

11. What are the unemployment rate and underemployment levels ?,

12,. What are the levels of poverty and deprivation?

13. What is the illiteracy level by geographic subdivision?

14. What types and levels of support exist of basic community service?

15. What is the social, political, and economic well being of persons in
contexts characterized as agricultural', industrial, and technological?

14



14
G. Harry Stine discusses the trends in new space communications technology.

The first payoff from space, and probably the prime source of space-derived

revenue-for-some time'to come, is in the field of communications. 'rids is al-

ready having.profound impact on the higher education industry and will have a
15

greater impact in the years ahead.

Management information systems in the past have tended to focus on data

elements relating to.the internal operations of the institution such as regis-

tration, scheduling, class rosters, space utilization, grade reporting, student

aid, payroll, budgeting, and other administrative applications. Data have been

collected and grouped in.fileS labeled student, personnel, financial, and space.

Sometimes the dat'a.elements are similar for various reporting agencies.and

occasionally the independent files can be integrated to produce meaningful re-

ports on topics such as program cost analysis and student longitudinal studies.

Occasionally independent file reports or integrated file reports are synchronized

With decision points in the annual planning/budgeting cycle. ',This capability,

however, usually stop's short of strategic planning Considerationi including

market analysis or trend analysis data sets external to the college. (FIGURE 4)

'Sources of information available to the college are numerous. In the case

of North Central Technical College', the 'Regional Planning Commission completed J'

a detailed six county analysis of many categories of demographic data. Data an

be obtained from'Chambers of Commerce, marketing firms, census. bureau and heilth

systems agencies. With regard to this latter source, the "Health Planning and

Resources Development Act of 1974" (P. L. 93-641 and P. L. 96-79) charges this

nation's 200 health systems agencies to collect and analyze data in,order to re-

spond tc the social expectation of equal access for all persons to health care

services at -a reasonable cost. Not only does a college benefit from-raw data

about health status of persons and the conditions of the health care delivery

system, each HSA is' required to establish long range goals and short range objectives.

1
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Market Anal sis and C rehensive Institutional Plannin
7,

The literaTure indicates the relationship` between marketing and in-

stitutional pi-aiming and

If a colleg
within the next t
may become someth

components in marking postsecondary education.

l't snow what it wished to become
Hy or ten years, that institution
se.

If a college u, .1't know what it wishes to be, it
can hardly convey an accurate image of itself to its
market. It may therefore create further'problems in ad-
missions and retention.

If a college hasn't established goals, it runs the
risk of becoming capricious, bending to whims just to
attract students to balance the budget.

If a college lacks an over-all"institutional plan,
it removes itself from the possibility of making choices
for the future and leaves itself-to chance.

16

In Fall 1977, North Central/Technical College made a commitment to comprehen-

sive institutional planning. The College exaMined'numerous planning models from

private and public regional universities and two-year colleges. The best models

for planning specified assumptions on which to base subsequent planning before

setting goa...s and objectives. The College defined the term "assumption" and
9

generated a list of categories for arraying assumptions. The definition of

assumptiOn is as follows: V
,\

. ...

An assumption is a proposition descr\bing future'
conditions,"some of which the institutionhas .

little control over. The level of. certainty--

assigned to an assumption deiermines:th -,level

____df_precision it is:allowed in?Subsequen platning.

The greater the uncertainty: about, the asumption
the greater must be the range of flexibity/
hedging/options the institution retains aisinst-.
the non-assumed condition. ,Raising the certainty

level of. an assumption yieldi greater planning
precision, better long term goals effectiveness
and improved cost efficiency and program- eff4-
tiveness. A planning .assumption proposition Can
be internal to the institution or external to. '`t..

One criterion which is used in making a decisiO,.
about inclusion or exclusion of a specific prop'

osition at the institutional or cost center leve'



rests on whether or not the assumption has a
direct bearing on setting goals and objectives
at that- veve

The list-of categories for stating assumptions is as follows:

1. Asszmptions about the societalcontext within which NCTC exists

2. Assumptions about external agencies

3. Assumptions about institutional leadership/management

4. Assumptions about NCTC programs (existing and potential)

_5.-__Assumptlons7about-potential students and enrollment

6. Assumptions about student services

7. 'Assumptions about staffing and professional development

8. Assumptions about physical plant

9.. Asstmptions about equipment

10. Assumptions about fiscal resources

,Planning assumptions about the societal context in which an institution

---

exists can focus on such issues of health, energy, transportation, lifelong

training, quality of worklife, leisure, credentializing such as licensure and

certification and program and institutional accreditation. Planning assumptions

about external agencies can focus on the relationship-between an institution and

state and local governance, higher education as a,system, articulation, and

communication. Planning assumptions about existing and potential programs include

new credit and non-credit programs growing out of needs assessment or.market

analysis segmentation studies.,

"Selected examples of assumptions are as follows:

It is assumed that equal educational opportunity as a right
of all persons will be a dominant theme of federal and state
legislation in the years ahead. This will mandate a focus
on "packaging" higher education programs as we' shift from
the 20th century goal of "education for all" to.the21st cen-
tury goals of "education for each." It will necessitate
careful attention to 'remedial education, programs to over-
come academic deficiencies as well as developmental edUcation,
programs to develop the diverse talents of students.



We have moved from an era of thinking about education as

something given in the early years of youth and lasting
throughout life to thinking about education as occurring
throughout a life span. It is assumed this.trend will
continue as an increasing number of Americans anticipate
job or career changes, states mandate continuingfprofess-
ional education, and lifetime learning is viewed as a
basic social right as well as an economic necessity.

It is assumed that the procedure for measuring educational
accomplishments will change in dramatic ways. The system
of amassing largely time-related academic units to reach
the required total for a degree will yield to different
output measures related to levels of competency in re-
ference to designated bodies of knowledge and sets of
skills.

The process of specifying .assumptions is to diagnosis as the derivation

of goals is to development. That is to say, the specification of assumptions

is a way to focus the goals of the institution on the realities of the external

and internal environment. The derivation of organizational and individual goals

and objectives is the creative heart of the planning procesi.17

The following definition of goals and objectives was adopted:

Goals and objectives are the foundation of the planning
process, and it is vital for them to be clearly defined.
Goals are defined as the desired end rtsults overlong.
periods of time (e.g. 3-10 yeais). Goals and.objectives
are ,often used interchangeably, but this 4s wrong. They
differ inIterms oftheir time frame, measurability and
sequence. Goals are Tong run and the end Asult; ob-'
jectives are short range and are steps in the direction
of attaining a goal. Objectives are the measurable,
attainments or-desired results over a short period of
time (e.g., one year). Objectiires are generally regarded
as progressive steps toward ai. goal. Thus, a.series of
objectives should lead to one's goal. Goals must be
established before objectives are specified.18

North Central Technical College found it useful to develop :a list of

categories for setting goals and objectives (1) as a means for stimulating goals

bjectives across a broad range of areas, (2) to provide a guide for similar -

ity f g li, and objectives for all departmenti within the college, and (3) as

a framework f allocating dollars to goals and objectives across thecoflege.

The college ultima ly settled on seven aggregate categories of, goals. The

categories of goals and bjectilies is-disMayed in:FIGURE 1.
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FIGURE 5 CATEGORIES FOR SPECIFYING GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

1. MISSION ATTAINMENT
a. Promote understanding of mission statement within the college
b. Promote understanding of mission statement outside the college
c. Facilitate mission attainment (assumptiols, goals and objectives, dollars to goals)
d. Develop means to evaluate mission attainment

2.. FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
a. Identify agenciesand organizations

(1) School systems (5) Governmental agencies
(2) Business and industry (6) Religious oriented organizations
(3) Service organizations (7) Accreditation associations
(4) Professional organizations (8) Other

j). Develop policy and procedUres
C. Specify strategy for pursuing positive functional relationships

(1) School Systems
F

(5) Governmental agencies
(2) Business and industry (6) Religious oriented organizations'
(3) Service organizations (7) Accreditation.associations
(4) Professional organizations (8) Other

QUALITATIVE IMPROVEMENTS
a., Academic Programs

(1) Curriculum content and content formats
(2) Alternative teaching strategies and techniques
(3) Alternative waysifor evaluating competencies
(4) Minimum competency standards
(5) Interdisciplinary considerations,

b. Student Services
(1) Define comprehensive services in light of contemporary,needs
(2) Analyze what exists in light of contemporary needs
(3) Diagnose .needs of students .

,(4) Link institutional resources to diagnosed student, needs
c. Institutional Management - a

(1) Implement Planning, Management, and Evaluation (PME) System
(2) Team leadership participatory mode of planning/management
(3) Review policies, functionv,' organizational structure, and procedures
(4) Program cost analysis

A. MARKET ANALYSIS
a. ,Specify-method of market analysis
b. Develop programs in relationship to identified needs
c. Specify policy and procedures for narketing (promoting) programs
d. Analyte traditional college bound students by school district
e. Identify non-traditional client markets
f. Develop strategies to penetrate further traditional/non-traditional students
g. Develop strategies to assist organizations diagnoie training. needs

5. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
a. Diagnose need
b. Develop programs
c. Allocate resources-
d. Affirmative action

6. PUBLIC RELATIONS
,a. List the college's major publics
b..-/txamine alternative ways to communicate with publics ,

c. Specify policy and procedure for systematic cultivation of various publics
7. FUNDING SOURCES

a. Specify resource requirements over multi-year time-line
b. Examine alternative funding sources
c. Create policy and procedure_for pursuing-grantsmanship

--d. Incorporate grant management into college operations
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Assumptions and goals and oblectiyes were specified at the institutional

and departmental leYels,using the above-described categories: There is a re-

lationship among selected categories of assumptions such as "ricietal context",

"external agencies", and "potential students". There is alSo a relationship,

among selected categories ofgdals'such as "functional relationships", "market.

analysis", and "public relations". Assumptions about "equal educational oppor-

tunity" (a societal social expedtition) applied to the "right to work" concept

(an economic necessity for organizations in the technological society) has

implications for a broad range of educatiOn, training, and retraining needs of

potential students in the "world of work". This type of analysis yielded a

number of specific ways to pursue functional relationships with business and

industry (Goal. 2-C-2):

(a) To host several early bird breakfasts for representatives
from business and industry.

(b) To support activities of the Mohican Valley Chapter of
the American Society for Training and Development (ASTD).

(c) To expand the number of calls on business and industry.

(d) To continue "on-site" classes in response to identified needs.

(e) To make'better use of Program and Placement Advisory Committees.

(f) To develop and maintain "targeted" mailing lists.

What is described above Could be labeled the structural component of the

institutional' planning process. No-discussion on institutional planning would ;

be complete Without some reference to the personnel development component. At

many small colleges', a few persons do most, if not all, the planning, management,

and evaluation and make- the majority of the deciaions. This is a dangerous

practice and does riot help the institution maximize on its most important capital
s

investment, humans. In launching a comprehensive planning process, a college must

make a commitment to the personnel developmeatcomponent to -domplement the struc-
.

tural components. The philosophy of a college in adopting a collegial, participa-

tory mode of management is based on underlying assumptions such as',(1) humans are
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the most important educational resource of the organization; (2) talents and

skills of individuals within the organization must be cultivated systematically;

(3) persons to be affected by plans and decisions should have a role in making

them; (4) involvement in planning leads to a meaningful investment of time and

a commitment on the part of the participants; and (5) collaborative goal setting

i.epresents a way of working toward solutions, rather than trying to escape from

"irreconcilable problems.

ll'Tond its philosophy of human resource development, the College began to

disseminL e information about stages of adult development ,mod market analysis

and planning. Information about stages of adult development included the work
19 20 21 i 22 23 24

of Gould; Chickering, Levinsop, Sheehy, Knowles, and Knox. This

information was supplemented by studies to match tasks, program responses and'.
25

outcomes sought for the various stages; a search to the key to each generation's
26 27

prejudices, Values, and ways of reacting to change; career life planning; pro-
28 ."

fessional development and obsolescence; the dynamics of,matching individual
29 30

and organizational needs; and direction for lifelong'learning.

The "Checklist for Market Analysis" should be useful for any college which

wants to begin such an effort. (See Appendix A) If a-college is- committed to a
2

philosophy of wanting to be responsive to consumer needs, it must. be willing to

change. Jacobs states:
31 4

The key to the successful marketing of educational
services requires a sophisticated communication among ad-
'nistrators, faculty, and support personnel.

There must exist within the institution an'attitude
of commitment to service and a willingness to adapt to
change to an ever changing society. New,skills must be
learned and there must be a constant reevaluation of in-
ternal administrative systems to be assured that the
college is able to respond to those who call upon it for
service.

23
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The College began to collect and analyze data about its current stu-

dents in a more systematic way. From data provided by the Regional Planning

Commission and other sources, the College began to analyze its service area

comprised of the three primary counties of Ashland, Crawford, and Richland and

three contiguous counties of Huron, Knox, and Morrow.

To assist the College to provide general direction in many aspects of

it's planning process, it has appointed ad hoc and standing committees. Because

of the importance of marketing to the College, a standing committee on marketing

was appointed comprised of faculty and staff knowledgeable in marketing concepts

o having line responsibility for aspects of the marketing function including

admissions through placement. Because of the broad-based representation on the

committee,-it is in an excellent positiOn (1) to analyz: f..7itically where the

institution is with regard to marketing itself to the service area, (2) to

develop the multi-yea plan of action based on the above-described structure,

and" (3) to prioritize increments of growth based upon, limited institutional

resources.

Mb central purpose of this paper' .is to describe market analysis as an

integral component of comprehensive inStitutional"planning. Several specific

examples. are presented about the relationship.between insights gained from the

data analysis function and other aspects of institutional'planning. Although

the three county population is expected to.increase -8'.396 from 232,400 to 251,700

between'1980 and 1990,.the number of high school graduates is expected`-to decrease

from 3,772 in 1980 to 2,550,in 1989 (See Appendix 8). .Student participation in

Ohio public two-year institutions, per 1000 population is as follows:

Richland County

Ashland County

Crawford County

2

1978

12.5

7.5

. 10.6



This ranks the counties 30th, 38th, and'64th respectively. of 88'Ohio counties

in 1978. Compdrable participation in Ohlo',public universities in 1978 is as

follows:

Rate Rank

Richland County 10.0 50,

Ashland Couney 9,2 61

Crawford County 9.0 63'

Drawing power of Ohio public two-year college per 1,000,population far 1978

was. 5.2 for North Central Technical College and 3.4 for.the Mansfield Campus
32

of

The Ohio State University. This ranked NCTC 29th and M-OSU 40th of 46

two-year campUses and ranked NCTC 13th of 16 technical colleges, The statewide

rate for two-year campuses is 8.1 and for technical-colleges'the rate is 5.8,

The College has a mission which relates to humaniitic improvement in

the quality of, life,.amd economic revitalization =dents. It simply cannot

take the number of high'sohool graduates projected over the next decade and

compute the participation rate required each year to sustain the'College at

the present or some projected level: Society is, changing in terms of demogra-
,

phics, social expeCtations, economic trends, governmental planning, technology,

workplaces, energy reqtarements, and values. It must be cognizant of societal,

forces, trends, and effects as they occur in the college context and service

environment and be responsive to the diverse needs of the society of which i

Market Analysis ;and Institutional Planning.

Earlier in this docment it was noted there was a relationship between

Goal 4, MARKET ANALYSIS, and Goal 5, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT. The reference

related,to information about stages of adult development and marketing,

formation about stages of adult development was distributed, impart, because

the average age of the College's-student body rose fro 21,,7 years in 1973-to

26.0 in 1980. The median,age 51.11 all three Counties was approximately 28.5 in



1970 and 27.5 in 1980. In addition, as was noted earlier in the philosophy on

human resource development, the College made a-major commitment to help faculty

and administrators to understand themselves in the formation and'revision of

their professional goals as they relate to their role in postsecondary educa-

tion. Particularly helpful in this regard were programs by Morris Massey on

;April 12, 1978, and Malcolm S. Knowles on September 18, 1978.. Dr. Massey spoke

on the topic The People Puzzle: Understandin: Yourself and Others (See footnote

11) and Dr. Knowles add 3sed the faculty on "Teaching Adult Learners" (See foot-

note 8). Withregard to Goal 1, MISSION ATTAINMENT-, several projects were under-
,

' taken. Within and outside the College there is lack of clarity about the dis-
t

tinction between vocation and technical edUcation. A newsletter called Challenge

was developed in 1977 and is distributed to all full-time and part -time employees

of the College. It'contains.timel information about significant activities

at statg and local levels as well as items intended to clarify that distinction.,

In addition, career information workshopi were conducted for secondary school

'counselors and teachers for Health and Public Service Technologies -on October 17,

-1978, and Octobg,r,16, 1979, and for.Business and Engineering Technologies on

October 31, 1978, and October 30, 1979.

<With regard to Goal 2, FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS, articulation agreements

were developed withsecondary schools and senior colleges. Articulation agree-
,

ments with secondary schools are modeled -after the Dallas County Community

Collage System

in MA school

partial credit

or university.

-which grant academic college credit for competencies acquired

. Articulation agreements with seniqr colleges can range from

to 2 + 2 arrangements within a department or for thg college

From data about training needs from business and industry, a

.

,

.series of breakfasts were held to discuss the College's capability and resourcei.
°

,

In addition the College developed Aointly with The Ohio State .University an

office of Community Educational Services, assisted in the formation of the

Mohican Valley Chapter of the American Society for Training and. Development,

(-



and is assisting in the development of the Mid-Ohio Consortium of Public

Education Training,Facilities. The Consortium is one of 24 such units and is

comprised of secondary schools and postsecondary public institutions.

Numerous examples could be presented Of'the relationship between insights

obtained from market analysis data and comprehensive planning for Goal 3, QUALI-

TATIVE IMPROVEMENTS. No example is more pervasive than granting academic credit

for competencies acquired outside the formal higher education context, a creden,-

tializing function that is somewhat new to postsecondary education. Many

.competencies are acquired by persons from postsecondary education providers such

as business and industry, professional associations, college and university

extension and community education, military service, community organizations,

and trade unions. The College examined various methods to evaluate such compe-
,

tencies in order, to grant academic credit. The Council for the Advancement of

Experiential Learning (CAEL) was particularly helpful in this activity. The

College developed a course in which the student learns-to translate life ex-

perience into competencies and match them with existin g courses in the curriculum

through a portfolio which is evaluated by no less than three faculty.

Conclusion

Purposeful human activity proceeds from a rational frame of reference, a

somewhat clear perception of the ultimate goals toward which a person strives

or the societal "ends" to which an organization can be dedicated. Many, perhaps
0

most, individuals and organizations, however, define their goals casUally. Ex-

planation tends to follow fact and is more often a journal entry than a blueprint

or a grand design representing intelligent' anticipation of'activities and events

planned carefully in advance to move from one point to another. Individuals and

institutions alike need a comprehensive diagnostic and developmental system to

keep growing and remain viable. The diagnostic system is a needs assessment

process based on data obtained from a market analysis/market segmentation strategy.

-18-
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Data-are the foundations upon which to build the multi-year institutional

Plan, a document containing a grand design representing intelligent anticipation

of activities and events specified carefully in advance to move from one point to

another. Categories of'data used in strategic planning include (1) social ex-

pectations, (2) economic trends, (3) demographic trends, (4) governmental planning,

(5) technological advances, (6) changes in the workplace, (7) energy requirements,

33
and (8) value shifts.

The developmental system is a comprehensive_institutidnal'planning process-

including specification of assumptions across ten categories and setting goals and

objectives across seven categories at institutional and depa;tmental levels. The

°comprehensive planning process deals with the structural components of planning

and management and also provides for the personnel development component in the

belief that maximum syngerism is achieved when individual diagnostic/developmental

systems are in harmony and synchronizatibn with the institution's diagnostic/

developmental system.

The structure of the goal setting process provides opportunity toevaluate

the extent to which goals and objectives are achieved at the institutional and
34 .

departmental. levels. Several researchers haVe presented data about the benefits
35.

of college for individuals and returns to society in general. What is needed

aze research designs and methodologies that go beyond this level of sophistication.

rany,taxpayers and state legislatures are concerned about the "return" of their

investment in postsecondary education. The specification of goals and objectives

is a first step in "outcomes" evaluation both in terms of "output" of a college

or "impact" on the quality of life of society.

According to the 1979 directory of the American Association of Community

and Junior Colleges, there are 1,234 two-year institutions in the United States.

In 17 states, complete legal. responsibility-for-the governance-of-public-twO-year

colleges rests with a state-level board rather than a local governing board. With-

in the United States there is at leist one two-year college in each of 425 of the



435 congressional districts. Two-thirds of these institutions have fewer than

two thousand students and many are located in rural areas where they are the ,'

primary source of education and training. The revitalization of this nation's

economy will require institutional and systemwide planning processes toassist

postsecondary education to be responsive to society's needs as it shifts from

the industrialto the technological "third wave." Market analysis and market

segmentation are elements integral to any such institutional or systemwide plann-

ing process because the focus is o the needs and wants of persons that post-

secondary institutions were intended to serve. The traditional education systems

impose constant of time, instruction, assignments and, processing. The needs

and wants of persons, including achievement, and the college's "publics" are

the variables. Market segmentation, with.its focus on the needs'of persons,

may' assist institutions of society to implement holistic life planning concepts

'and clarify the role that colleges and other "providers" Of services can play

to impruve the quality of life.

4
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APPENDIX A

Checklist for Market Analysis

I. Mission, Goals, and Objectives

A. What is the college's mission? What are its formally expressed long-term and
short-term goals and objectives?

B. What are the real goals of the college's administrators and faculty? Are they
different from the expressed goals?,

C. Are the college's goals and objectives clear and .specific enough to provide a base
for planning (i.e., provide reliable criteria for program development)?

D. To what extent are the college's goals being realized?

E. To what extent can the college's objectives be achieved, in light of its competitive
position, resources, and opportunities for growth?

F. What marketing goals will aid the college in achieving its mission? Have these
goals been established?

IL Institutional Marketing-Activities

A. Strategy

1. What is the college's genera! strategy for achieving its marketing goals?

2. What are the specific plans for achieving marketing objectives?

3. Is the college allocating enough resources to the marketing program to
achieve its goals?

4. Are the college's resources distributed optimally to the various action plans?

5. How should the college adjust its plan to best achieve marketing goals and
objectives?

B. Organization

1. Who has responsibility for analyzing, planning, and implementing the
marketing strategy? What-authority goes with this responsibility? .How
effective is this arrangement?



Do the structure, assignment, and methods of the marketing program serve
to achieve its specific marketing activities and reach the various markets and
territories?

3. To what extent do college personnel understand and use marketing
concepts? ,

4. How much do training, incentives, supervision; and methods for evaluating
personnel encourage them to use marketing concepts?

5. Do marketing activities evidence sound principles of management and
specialization (territory, market segment, program)?

6. Is the marketing staff large enough to accomplish its objectives?

7. Does the marketing staff (or personnel assigned marketing responsibilities)
show high morale, ability, and effort? Are they sufficiently trained and
motivated?

0

8. Do adequate procedures exist for setting performance criteria, measuring
growth, and evaluating the marketing program and peiSOnnel?

C. Implementation

1. How does the college develop its long-range marketing plan an .annual
implementation plans?

2. Wbat regular control and monitoring procedures (e.g., monthly or quarterly
reports) are used to ensure that annual plan objectives are being achieved?

3. How frequently does the college analyze the contribution and effectiveness
of its various marketing activities?

4. How effective is the college's management information system in serving
the needs of marketing perionnel and administrators?

III. Environment

A. Market

1. Who are the college's major publics?

2. What are the college's major markets?



3. Into what segments are the markets divided?

4. What the current and anticipated sizes and characteristics of each market
and market segment?

B. Macroenvironment

1. What are the environmental assumptions of the marketing plan with regard
to demographic, governmental, economic, manpower, technological, and
cultural trends?

2. How will these trends affect the college's various markets?

C. Student Perceptions of the College

How do various segments of the student market perceive the college?

. How do the various segments of the student market decide:

1.

a. To apply
b. To enroll
c. To transfer out
d. To return each term or year
e. To select a program
f. To change programs_
g. To graduate
h. To become active alumni?

3. What are the significant present and projected needs of various segments of
the student market?

D. Donor Perceptions of the College

1. How do donors perceive the college?

2. Why do donors:

Have an interest in the college
Give to the college
Increase their' giving
Make major gifts
Enter into trust and annuity agreements?

b.

d.
e.



Why do.donor; give:

a. Gifts in kind
b. Cash
c. Endowments
d. Support through estate planning (deferred giving)?

E. Employer Perceptions of the College

1. Which employers hire graduates of the college?

2. How do employers perCeive graduates':

a. Knowledge of subject matter
b. sProfessional skills
c. Value orientation
d. General preparation?

F. Competitors

1. Who are the college's major competitors in its various markets?

Generic: detract students from entering and remaining it college

b. Product form: provide alternate means to fulfillment of students'
educational goals

c. Enterprise: draw students to another college

d. Program: draw students into other programs within an institution

. What, trends can be identified in the competition?

IV. Decisibn/Action Areas

A. Programs

1. Which specific needs of students are satisfied through their experiences at
the college (e.g., protection, safety, value development, status,: social,
career preparation, and job entry)?

2. Which educational prOgrams are now being offered?



3. What are the institutional and-national trends in students' choices of
programs (majors)?

4. Which programs are academically sound? (Compare accrediting evaluations
and other recognized measures or subjective impressions.)

5. Which programs are economically sound? (Analyze costs and revenues and
develop induced course load matrix, available through the PDS Instructional
Program Analysis Module.)

B. Pricing

1. What is the basis for pricing programs?

2. To what ext nt is the competition considered in pricing?

3. How specific is information on the true cost per program? To what extent
is it considered in pricing?

4. To what extent is expressed student demand 'considered? Are courses or
programs actually purchased on this basis?

5. To what extent is unexpressed or potential student demand considered in
making pricing decisidns?

6. What effects arise or wouli arise from temporary or fluctuating pricing?

7. What effects on students are or would be produced by variable program
pricing? On the community? On various other publics?

8. How do the various market segments perceive the. price level?

C. Services

1. What services does the college provide for each segment of its market?

2. Does the college provide adequate services to each market segment?

3. Are there alternative methods of serving the market segments that would
result in more service at lower cost?



D. Advertising and. Publicity

1. Does the college have a carefully formulated publicity program?

2. Are a variety of promotional methods used by the college? How effective
are they?

3. Are media well-chosen?

4. Is the amount spent on various kinds of promotional materials appropriate
in terms of'return?

Does the college adequately pr vent its programs, admissicas standards-and
policies, and recruiting object's?

6. Are the themes, copy, and format4 effective? Do they accurately reflect
the college's programs and climate? Do they communicate appropriate
information to clients in selected market segments?
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thland

41w6rd

ichland

MEDIAN AGE

1960 4970 1980

49

Male
Female

Male
Female

Male
Female

1960

SEX PERCEI4

1970 1980

49.07 48.65
50.93 51.35

48.94 48.52

51.06 51.48

50.46 49.53

49.54 50.47



PERCENT OF POPULATION BY AGE FOR RICHLAND, ASHLAND; 4 CRAWFORD COUNTIES

Richland Co. Ashland, Co. Crawford Co.

AGE 1960 1970 1980 1960 1970 1980 1960 1970 1980

5(Under 5 41.68 8,79 40,97 8.33 11.4.0 9.16

% 5 - 9 10.9410.34

10 -.14 9.66 10,87

15 - 19 7,32 9,42

10.58 9,35

9.42 10.02

10,4710.38

9.71 10.56

7.25 8.76

6'.111 6.95

4.00 6,97

6,30 6,21

7.85 11.11

20 - 24 6.93 7.71

% 25 - 29 6.77 6.84

$:30 - 34 7.00 6.04

'Is 35 - 39 6,96 5.82

6.31 6.09

6.08 8.71

5.93 6,12

6.08 5.57

oh

6.34 5,06 6.77 5.55

6.15 5.58 6.20 5,60

45 5.67 5.97

% 50 - 4.96 5.32

% 55 - 59\ 4.32 4.50

5.64 5.47 5.61 5.80

5.40 5,33 4.80 5..35

4'.55 4,64 4.44 4.66

3.49 3.82. 3.86

5 - 69. 2. 3.00

% 70 - 74 2,26\ 2.29

3.62

4.37

3.30

3.02 2:61

7,5-79 1.51 L59

A 80 84 .79 .9(

A.85 - .49

2.39

1.29'

1.97

1.42

3.02 '2.68

2.27 2.06

1.28

=mlii111.1111111111

.78 .99 .79 .91



Ashland Total Negro
Percent Negro
Total -Other Race
Percent Other

Crawford Total Negro
Percent Negro
Total Other Race
Percent:Other

Richland Total Negro
Percent Negro
Total Other 'Race
Percent Other

Totals Total Negro
Percent Negro
Total Other4ace
PerCent Other .

p

RACE

1960. -1970 19 80

138''

..36
18.

.05

238
.t5

:52'

.12-

327 264
.70 :.52

13. 97'
.03 j.9.

6.852 8',669 .

5:82 6.67
56 201.

.05 .15

7,317. 9,171

3.59 4.10-

89 350-

.0004 .0016

52



HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES AND PROJECTED' GRADUATES

3 County Richland Ashland Crawford

Total County County County

Huron

County

1971-72 3,719 2,200 678 841 1,024

2-3 3,730 2,197 646 887 1,019

3-4 3,672 2,088 704 880 1,399

1,0444 -5 7,752 2.218 655 879

5-6 3,821' 2,253 , 726 '842 1,072

6-7 3,895 2,344 714 837 1,080

7-8 3,768 2,217 663 888 986

8-9 4,013 2 415 732 866 1,057

9-80 3,772 2,275 665 832 1 057

19110-81 2,133 656 788 1,046

'1-2 3,409 2,109 500- 800 1,0121.1011r

2-3 3,120 2,019 1 372 729

,

95b-,,_

-3-4 3,010 1,976 328 715 .889 )

'4-5 2,971 1,941 329 / 701 885

5-6 2,756 1,723 360 673 846 .

. 6-7 , 2,763 1,713 366 674 830
wirram,

7-8 , 2,756 1,688 394 674 '882
110iofte

8-9 1,550 1.585 354 611 883

9-90 :2,131 1,518 332 581 829

1990-91 2;450 1,545 328 592 846-

1991-92' 2,457 1,552 328 577 830

. 1992-93 .2,421 1,563 340 ,518 813

Knox

County

Morrow

County

6 County

Total

703 366
'younilmo,

5,812

683 395 5,829

749 390
4110.010M.Fila

702 389

747 419

749 420

5,910

5,883

6,059

6,144

758 43S 5,947

790 425 6285

703 400

767 413

827 '424

5 932

5,803

5,672

753 409 5,232

710 ' 391 5,009

731 1 391 4,978

625 405 4,632

576

580

418 4,587
11111111111121.,5..1111

426 4,644

559 381 4,373

552 427 4.239

516 434

555 '429

4,261

4,271

532 455 1 2221



Ashland

Crawford

Richland

Other

Total

1977

FALL ENROLLMENTS BY COUNTY

No

1978 1979 1980

129 12.68 102 42,06 107 11.71

154 . 15,14 , 117 13;83 129 14,11

631. 62.05 535 63,24 585_ 64.00

103 10,13 92 10,87 93 10.10,

iW17 100 ,846 100 914" 100
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Section 1. GENESIS OF THE STUDY

Ohlone Community College, serves tne Fremont/Newa= area,

an industrialized region with a significaht third word population..

In the 79-80 AY, the college has an approximate enrollment of

4000 equivalent full-time students, and alaculty of approximately
100 full -time and 300 part-time instructors.' The student body

,

consistsprimarily of white middle-class students. The third World'

Students consist primarily of Blacks, and Chicanos.: The college has,

many Hearing-Impaired students enrolled, andhas a. special Hearing-

Impaired cur=iculum. Ohlone College is located .in a rural setting'

east of Fremont on a new campus that was completed in 1974.. The

facilities are beautifully designed and built; they are spacious,

convivial, and ideally-suited for their purpose.

Philosophy:

Following a try-out period in the early '70's, Ohlone College

established Reading and Writing Labs for all students when the new,.

campus' opened in 1974. The philosophy governing the Reading Lab
follows:

The Reading Lab was developed to provide Ohlone
College students-with the opportunity to develop on
an individual basis, those reading and study skills
which are the key to effective learning. As a result,
the lab contains a wide variety of skill building
materials for all levels of ability, remedial through
advanced. The types of skills materials available in
the lab program include: vocabulary, reading rate,
comprehension, phonics, skimming, spelling, notetaking,
listening and such specific study skills' topics as
improving concentration, test taking and memory
improvement.

The basic philosophy of the Readinc, Lab is that
each student should have the opportunity to develop
his learning skills to meet his individual needs.
Each student is pretested when the quarter begins,
assigned_ appropriate materials and proceeds through
thematerial at his own rate. Each student is tree
to choose his own schedule of specific hours in the
lab based on the "section" in which he is enrolled.
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The statement of ?lino =-77 the establ_shment

and operation of the Lab

The Writing ...:gib s-c_ld har-. a variety of s_-:dent
needs and studen- T- snould offer service
to all segments c C=U: the vocational and
technical student :c_j_ege transfer student,
the adult (male 0.7 :e .l. .17, to school for xirther
education, the re:: dL::: with no larger goal
than. attaining thE Basic English. In brLaf,
the.Writing Lab IT:=7. be sf±ectively serrtng
all elements =f t ty

The lab must 7k to.... '11 -7 =al in a human and
personal manner reral :::cr.--.=ious of the li.aitations
of such practical s staffingj,
physical facilitieF,, etc. A t .,..a.ffective program
will maintain an a :: aprfa = h Lar--.;_e between individual
work and interactic:-. wit c udents and the instruc-.
tors; it will also raint. ar _:ropriate balance
between programmed ::77a_teri2CL, -_:!cdio-visual materials,
and person to persc: :...e-to-one situations.
The program will reIz.gni: is a very positive
and valuable place f-or n)n-7.---rofessional; instructional
assistants, trained tutc:.,., ant 'zi..e.rkS These non-
professionals, of course, Tnl_st T-77.71k under the guidance
of the trained English Ins===.7 and are .limited to
speCific types of duties and res-,Lnsibilities. The
program must be SuffLciently fle =ble to:assist the
remedial student wh nee a whoa sequenCe of skill
building activities as 14e_.1 as the' advanced student who
may need assistan. =1- o7..y one specificskill. Finally,
a well funCtioninc Lab w_ I use TA variety of media to
help each student :o the maximum of his ability
in a non-threatent= se,.- paced, and supportive manner.

The Writi .ab should avoid the stigma of being
the place for the 7,nehead" student. This can be
overcome by 4i-ecogt. ng that all levels of students
are using the lab pksically establishing the lab
in the environmen: a warning Resource area, and
by integrating th:--a-T=mtL.g Lab with other learning
services for the

The Problem:

With the passage of t the addition of new faculty, and

the expansion of part-time -.faculty ;numbering 13 in the English

department, Spring, 1980 , .-..:::.2estions regarding the operation and

effectiveness of the lab: ha ra been raised from time to time.

These questions have been disussed repeatedly at .Various_meetings

of the English department. With increasing numbers of students

attending the college who nossess marked deficiencies in language

and reading skills, the extent to which the labs were meeting
4
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the indiv .ual needs of such a wide range students, partitularly
minority ,s:udents, was at issue. As one _.:.n:structor put it, "The

labs have :een running for a 102.7 time and been band-aiding
the lesicr -qherever they appear d.'

in- rl.T.2onse-to a faculty ensus tha _ need exist E-.: to
study how st to improve the or-ration an -:fectiveness f the
labs, the :sistant Dean c: Ins- -_:ction for Arts propced to
the collec administratior :hat a formal eva-LLuE :Lon be undertaken

by a team L.xternalto the -4-a, The prc-mms was accepted and
funds were provided for fr_ _-9-80 AY.

3y Pr.:_or agreement wf English delta:.---r-_-ent, the evaluation

wos performed by a. team wr:: -ualifications -_-irst were 'reviewed

and approwd by the facUl: the department. The team contracted
by the coTLege consisted t reading and wrLt:_ng specialist
from a maj:r university E "C. from Bay Area -:-.7:Imunity colleges,

plus a chief evaluator. =re pecial meetir 4ere held with
the Englis: department (71:-:Ig le three mont] .;f study: an initial
discussion -1 the purpose .nd resign of.the -!estigation,.one mid-
way into -,1;1 Winte7 1980 :art:-e_ to secure fe-,:dback on how' the

,study 'was being perceives and one at the co:::=Iusion of the evaluation

to present findings and rttommendations.

Purpose:

The oiTerall purpose of the evaluation was to provide findings

and recommendations to improve the materials and the instructional
components of the Reading and Writing Labs. More specifically, the
evaluation addressed the following questions:

1. How adequate are the labs' diagnostic procedures,
prescriptive processes, and materials?

2. How effective are the personnel--instructors,
supervisors, tutors--when working with students
in the labs?

3. How well integrated is the English classroom
instruction with the Writing Lab's instructional
materials?

4. What are the Reading and Writing Labs' strengths
and weaknesses as perceived by students, EngliSh
department .aculty,,lab personnel, and the Counseling
staff?



5. How effective are the labs in achieving their
purposes as. stated in their philosophies, and
what Suggestions and recommendations will improve
them?

Design of the Study:

This was a formative evaluation. Two specialists concentrataL:

on the Reading Lab, two on the Writing Lab, and the Chief Evaluat=
covered both. The specialists examined and assessed the publishet
materials available in the labs, the operational procedures and

processes, and the adequacy of the human and physical resources.
Individual interviews were the primary data gathering method used.

Triangulation was employed by conducting multiple interviews with
the same individuals by. three different interviewers, and by securing
comparable data through interviews, questionnaires and participa::t
observations. Every member of the English department was inter :eared
at least once. The Dean of Instruction and Assi:;tant Dean of
Instruction were interviewed. Also interviewed were samples of

students, tutors, and all the lab personnel, both classified
certificated.,

Members of.the Counseling staff were interviewed as a group.

Telephone interviews ,were Conducted with five of the 13 part-
time English instructors. All part-time instructors respOnded to

a questionnaire asking about assets and liabilities of the Writing
Lab. An anonymous questionnaire was, distributed to regular students
one day in the cafeteria, to all students in the EOPS program, and

. to part-time students enrolled in evening classes. The student
questionnaire consisted of four forms, one each for those who were
using and hail,used the Reading and Writing Labs. A fifth form was
given to students who had not used the Reading Lab, in order to

determine their reasons for not using it.

Finally, the evaluation team spent approximately five days
each on campus observing the operation and use of the labs,

informally conversing with students and lab staffs, and recording
observations 'and impressions. The Chief._ Evaluator spent a publically-
announced day at the college.Lr zany individual who wished to-talk-
about the labs. In analyzing the data from the materials reviewed,

interviews, questionnaires, and recorded observations, consensus

1)-
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patterns were determined. The data iat were corroborated from

several perspectives and methodol_ were determined to be
facts, and are described as findi the report. The findings

-erved as the basis for the team',.- ---Dmmendations.

Criterion:

The basic criterion for this e-7aluation is the extent to

which the Reading and Writing LaL73 are achieving the purposes for
which they were established. UsL=, this criterion, Section.2 of

this report analyzes the data retarding the Writing Lab, Section
3 is devoted to the Reading Lab, and Section 4 contains a summary

of the findings and recommendatios of the study.



Section 2: THE TEACHING OF WRITING

Classroom Instruction b the English De artment Faculty:

All courses in the writing program have clear skills objectives'

set fourth in specific course outlines. The program is built on

a tiered approach, going from the word level, to the sentence level,

and on to the paragraph, in three different quarter-length remedial courses

that most students must take. Students may receive an A.A. degree

after mastering'the paragraph level, but ifAey wish to transfer,

they must continue through the lA and 1B-%Sequence. All of the

above courses have lab components whibh account for 25% of the

student's grade. More specifiC Ily, the skills covered in the

classroom arei

English 20--basic, sent ce structure and study skills
for-rd icultural students with limited
Egish background

English A-The Word -- recognition. of sentence parts
and various types of verbs-and prepositions

glish 21B-The Sentence--completeness, standard grammar,
usage, and punctuation

English 21C-The Paragraph--its structure and purpose

English 1A--The Essay

English 1B--The Research Paper

English 1C--Introduction toq,iterature

Student placement in these-courses will be, discussed further.

(The majority of students at Ohlone enter at the 21A level.) In

addition to the skills specified, each course in the 21 series and

the IA teach some reading, spellitig,"punctation, and vocabulary.

The material from the preceding course is to be reviewed, and a

major objective is to prepare:,the student for the next course in

the sequence.



No attempt was made to obserV'e classroom instruction' or to -

evaluate teacher preparedness, expertise, or adherence to the course.

outlines. It was assumed that the faculty are competent and respon-

sible in their teaching, as.that has never been at issue. There

also seems to be no controversy about separating the remedial students

from the lA students, or separating the remedial ttudeni.:s into

three or four groups based on test scores and instructor_ discretion:

So 'tracking" is accepted as beneficial and necessary to the teaching

process. Several instructors, however, expressed the fear.that minority

'students, who are placed in the 21 series in high proportions, tend

to get "turned off" because little effort is made toward cultural

pluralism in the choice of materials or activities. Claims were

made that students who come from.the summer readiness program full

of enthusiasm and self - confidence are met with a lack of understanding

and a certain righteous intolerance from the English faculty,'who

may provide the student's first introduction to the college's

regular program. Said one instructor, "The department needs,to

face this problem, but most people are too defensive to talk about

it." Several instructors independently agreed that the minority

drop rate is high. "The Chicanos quit completely, while the Black

kids jump around from course to course, not 'finishing_ anything."

Another issue involves the interrelationship of lab and class.

While the lab was created supposedly to remove the burden of teaching

mechanics and drill from the classroom, many instructors in the 21

series limit their teaching to tile same types of materials and

concepts covered by the_lab. One instructor expressed the theory

that the true purpose of the lab-is to keep part -time instructors

from straying beyond the necessary mechanics and-drill-in:class.

Thus while nearly everyone is happy with what goes'on in the lA and



1B classroom, there is a big issue concerning what kinds of writing

practice students actually are getting in the 21 series classrooms.

The question is whether students are learning enough about the

process of writing to master it, or whether they are simply continuing

the labwork of learning the labels that Engligh teachers hold dear:

noun complement, reflexive pronoun, correlative conjunction and so

on. As one instructor put' it, "There's a big debate going on across

the country about the usef,'Iness of grammar instruction, but we

don't debate.it here. It's a. given." Instructors who don't hold

to the idea that people learn to wrlte by concentrating.on forms

-and terms have evolved a variety of coping mechanisms. Some avoid

teaching the remedial courses. Some maintain that the average

remedial writer is such a hard case that he can't learn how to-write

ina year, but at least he .can learn the proper grammatical terms

to understand.his mistakes. Soine maintain that writing as a skill

can't be taught to- anyone, period (the "you have it or you don't"

theory). Some 'provide a rich variety of writing assignments in an

effort torhave integrate what they are learning about

mechanics with f composing. These instructors feel they

are definitely :,..),4ority. Said one, ""Not much writing goes

on in the 21-courses, that everyone seems to agree on is that,

although the lA student Who\comes out of the 21 series is competent

in grammatical terminology and'may have gotten'A's all the way along,

he doesn't usually write,very confidently or very well. Some

aaribute this problem to'the student, Some to the program. A few

instructors are bothered by this; most are not. "What else can you

",one remarked.

Strengths and Weaknesses:

The strengths of\the classroom instruction lie mainly in the
0

consistency of the sources and the dedication, enthusiasm, and

expertise of the teaching 'staff. The evaluation team was impressed

withthehigh calibre and professional integrity of the English

faculty. Despite differences of opinion about how writing should

be taughf, the morale of the faculty is extremely high, and on the

main, a sense of cooperation and mutual respect-throughout. Every

instructor felt the strong yet warm administrative support of the


